Drachten, 3th of December 2017
Osu dear Country Representative, Branch chief, shihan, sensei, dojo leader,

I am very honored and proud to invite you and your students to participate in the

th

24 of march 2018
the Netherlands
Date:

Organizer:

th

Saturday 24 march 2017

sensei Richard von Mansfeldt
info@kyokushinkarate.nl

+31-(0)6 19 03 99 05
Place:

Under auspices of the:

Sportscentre “Sportcentrum Drachten”

Dutch ShinKyokushin Organization

Leerweg 3

9202 Drachten
THE NETHERLANDS
WWW.KYOKUSHINKARATE.NL

CHECK INN AND WEIGHING

Coaches/attendant in tracksuit! With 1 or 2 participants, the school can have 2
coaches/attendants. With 3 or more participants, the school can have 3 coaches/attendants.
Note that only one coach may sit at the side of the tatami.
In the fighting area only people are allowed in Martial arts uniform, track suit or official
uniform.
Entry fee:
- every youth/junior division € 7,- every senior division
€ 10,The payment has to be done at the check inn/weighing.
At the check inn/weighing you have to show your (karate)passport or ID card to check name
and age. If you have no passport or ID card, than you can not participate!
Timetable on the 24th of march until the start of the championship:
-

check inn / weighing
official meeting
coaches meeting

Doors open spectators
Start
Entrance spectators

08.00 till 09.30 hr
10.15 hr
10.30 hr

: 10.00 uur
: 11.00 uur
: until 12 years € 7,- / 13+ € 10,-

Please sent the entry forms in before: 1th of March 2018
Return the entry forms to: info@kyokushinkarate.nl

OSU and hope to see you at the

sensei Richard von Mansfeldt
( yon-dan, NSKO/WKO )
e-mail. info@kyokushinkarate.nl
url.
www.kyokushinkarate.nl
Mob. +31-(0)6 19 03 99 05

KUMITE RULES YOUTH AND JUNIOR

KUMITE 10 till 15 year
Poulesystem
10 till 15 year, each fight 90 seconds
If there are more than 4 competitors in a poule, than the pre-fight’s will done by a knock-out
system untill there are 4 competitors left.
If there are 4 competitors in a division than they will fight further in a poule system.
Obligatory protection: white shin/instep protection, white fingerless mitts, head guard and
groin protection.
For girls it is allowed to wear breast protection, but only cup’s or sports bra(no breast plates)
Also the girls have to wear a white t-shirt or white sports top/bra under the gi.
Not using a teeth protection is on their own risk!
Rules:
ShinKyokushin Full contact rules as the seniors, but extra:
no kakato-geri, no mae-geri jodan, no knock-out/knock-down kicks to the head(only
controlled kicks, so pull back the food after the skin touch on the helmed.
All knock-out/knock-down techniques to the leg’s and upperbody are allowed(including the
tobi-geri techniques).
A well executed kick on the helmed will be awarded with waza-ari.
The weight divisions will be made after the closing date.

KUMITE 16/17 year
Poulesystem, each fight 2 minutes.
If there are more than 4 competitors in a poule, than the pre-fight will done by a knock-out
system unntill there are 4 competitors left.
If there are 4 competitors in a division than they will fight further in a poule system.
Obligatory protection: white shin/instep protection, head guard, groin protection(only for
boys).
The girls also have to wear a sports bra or cup’s(no breast plates) and a white t-shirt or white
sports top/bra under the gi.
Not using a teeth protection is on their own risk!
Rules:
ShinKyokushin Full contact rules as the seniors, but extra:
no kakato-geri, no mae-geri jodan, no knock-out/knock-down kicks to the head(only
controlled kicks, so pull back the food after the skin touch on the helmed).
All knock-out/knock-down techniques to the leg’s and upperbody are allowed(including the
tobi-geri techniques).
A well executed kick on the helmed will be awarded with waza-ari.
The weight divisions will be made after the closing date.

KUMITE RULES SENIOR

KUMITE MALE -65 kg / -75 kg / -85 kg/ +85 kg
ShinKyokushin Full contact rules and no holding or grabbing.
Obligatory protection: groin protection.
Not using a teeth protection is on their own risk!
Duration of a bout:
2 minutes> draw?> 2 minutes > draw, than weighing.
No minimal weight difference of 5 kg(+80 kg = 10 kg) >
2 minutes encho-sen(with decision)
Final(last 4): 3 minutes > draw? > 2 minutes > draw > 2 minutes > draw, than weighing.
No minimal weight difference of 5 kg(+ 85 kg = 10 kg) > 2 minutes encho-sen(with
decision)

KUMITE FEMALE -60 kg & +60 kg
ShinKyokushin Full contact contact rules and no holding or grabbing.
Obligatory protection: white shin/instep protection(see photo) and Not using a teeth protection
is on their own risk!
They have also to wear a white t-shirt or a white sports top/bra under the gi.
Duration of a bout:
2 minutes> draw?> 2 minutes > draw, than weighing.
No minimal weight difference of 3 kg(+60 kg = 8 kg) > 2 minutes encho-sen(with decision)
Final(last 4): 3 minutes > draw? > 2 minutes > draw? > 2 minutes > draw, than weighing.
No minimal weight difference of 4 kg(+60 kg = 8 kg) > 2 minutes encho-sen(with decision)

KATA RULES OF THE WKO SHINKYOKUSHINKAI
KATA
# 10 - 12 year
# 13 - 14 year
# 15 - 17 year
Qualifying kata is free , best four advance to the finals and perform there another kata.
Caution! Unauthorised Kata : Sanchin , Yantsu and Tencho .
First the Kata tournament will be finished and then the Kumite tournament starts.
# 18+(three rounds)
Qualifying kata is free , best four advance to the half finals and perform there another free kata.
Semi final/final is again another free kata.
Caution! Unauthorised Kata : Sanchin , Yantsu and Tencho .
First the Kata tournament will be finished and then the Kumite tournament starts.

HOTEL SUGGESTION

Hotel v/d Valk Drachten****(two minute walk to the sportshall)
Busstation in front of the hotel
Lavendelheide 4
9202 PD DRACHTEN
THE NETHERLANDS
www.hoteldrachten.nl

